
Eunimart
Ecommerce isn’t Hard

Mall in Your Pocket
Technology to Transform Malls to an eMall



Malls are home to 100’s of brands, and tenants, each 
operating as a separate business unit, competing for footfall 
and share of wallet.

COVID has changed people’s buying patterns leading to 
aggressive adoption of eCommerce and hyperlocal home 
delivery. Ecommerce marketplaces are regularly delivering 
within 30 minutes leading to people tending to buy online 
rather than come to the mall.

Eunimart provides a comprehensive technology solution to 
support Malls in their digital transformation efforts, providing 
a ready hyperlocal ecommerce solution to support its 
tenants and retail business units.

Introduction
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Premise
Currently, majority of Mall tenants and brands already have an omnichannel presence. They have 
webstores, sell on ecommerce marketplaces and also through retail stores in malls. 

Given the change in customers’ buying behaviour, most brands are focusing long term on ecommerce and 
are willing to make significant investments into this channel. This presents both a threat and an 
opportunity for MALLS to lock-in this value proposition through an integrated system that uses existing 
real estate assets as a source of engagement as well as ecommerce hyperlocal fulfilment.

Mall omnichannel
MALL Retail POS is connected to the MALL Webstore. The Ecommerce interface is connected to 
Eunimart’s OMS, WMS and hyperlocal (Dunzo, Porter) and 2 day-delivery shipping partners. 
Customers will be able to buy from the MALL Marketplace and have it delivered home.

Mall marketplace
Create a MALL branded marketplace that aggregates all the catalogues and inventory from each 
Tenant and Brand. Each Mall location / Group of Malls can operate a single or multiple webstores, 
linked to each tenant housed and their respective inventory in-store.
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Mall industry has changed :

● Today, malls are the heart of the community for events, celebrations, food, movies 
and entertainment.

● Shoppers love the mall experience. However, they are also swayed by the lure of 
rapid home-deliveries. Given the constant presence of ecommerce marketplaces in 
their pockets, it is likely that they will, over time, prefer shopping on the malls more 
often, reducing the influence that malls have today.

● Flipkart and Amazon are targeting central, high density destinations, which are also 
where malls are located.

● Leading malls are creating long term differentiation by providing their own 
ecommerce and omnichannel offerings.

How Malls landscape 
is changing?
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Mall industry has changed :

● Retailers are looking for additional sources of 
revenue through digitalization.

● Enhanced customer experiences are essential to 
staying ahead in today’s competitive environment.

● Malls have a unique advantage in that they have 
always been providing unique customer 
experiences that brands seek in high density 
areas. 

How Malls landscape 
is changing?
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Story of Malls to eMalls
All leading malls are creating their own ecommerce offerings to engage customers and offer better value to brands

● Bal Harbour Shops

● Mall of the Emirates
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● Mall of America

● The Dubai Mall

Story of Malls to eMalls
All leading malls are creating their own ecommerce offerings to engage customers and offer better value to brands
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Case Study - Bal Harbour Shops
● Bal Harbour Shops, the luxury shopping center in 

suburban Miami that has been called the fanciest mall 
in America, now has a way for its fans to browse what 
its stores have to offer without leaving their homes.

● “With the rise of e-commerce we knew we needed to 
innovate and we couldn’t just rely on what always 
worked for yesterday for tomorrow,” Livingston, the 
president and COO of real estate investment firm 
Centennial said.

● Since the launch of the platform, it has been used for 
several thousand transactions, Livingston said, But its 
value goes well beyond the number of purchases 
made on the site, she said. It also lets mall 
management know what shoppers are searching for. 

● “It provides a lot of insights about what customers 
want, and then we as the landlord can use that 
information to inform how we market our centers, how 
we merchandise our centers, and also share it with 
our tenants,” Livingston said.
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● Purchase frequency is 250% higher on omnichannel vs. single channel and the 
average order value is 13% more per order on omni-channel vs. single channel

● Customer retention rates are 90% higher for omnichannel vs. single channel

● Omnichannel typically references brands and retailers who have both a physical and 
a digital presence. 

● Going ‘Omnichannel’ has become an integral part of strategy for all successful 
brands across the globe. However, Omnichannelisation in shopping malls is slightly 
different today from the original concept. 

Way Forward: Going the 
Omnichannel way
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● The digital transformation of retail is not all bad 
news for malls. On the contrary, it presents new 
opportunities for malls to engage consumers 
throughout their decision journeys.

● Malls need to recognise their strengths as well as  
the possibilities that the digital world presents, 
and combine both to heighten and add the unique 
value propositions for both brands and end 
customers.

Way Forward: Going the 
Omnichannel way
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Way Forward: Opportunity

As ecommerce and omnichannel strategies evolve rapidly, 
the time to create long term growth opportunities is NOW! 

1. Build community engagement and create loyalty.

2. Provide additional channel of sales and new revenue streams for the 
retailers. 

3. Features for customers to make appointments at stores.

4. Real-time, personalized customer service from anywhere.

5. Aggregate orders from multiple retailers for a single pickup

6. Quick commerce by adopting a 10 min delivery 

(Mall in a pocket)
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Cost of doing nothing: An Instance

● Today what malls won’t do, tomorrow Amazon 
and other players will do.

● Amazon and Flipkart dominate the space 
accounting for roughly 90% of all online 
smartphone sales.They disrupted the 
ecommerce digitization in India and shut shop 
of many traditional retailers. 

● Similar to how OTT platforms like Netflix 
brought about digitization of content and 
destroyed traditional content players like 
Bollywood, ecommerce players are 
disintermediating malls every day.
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Solutions

Mall webstore
Eunimart has a readymade cloud and mobile optimised platform. We offer a highly customisable admin panel where 
malls can implement services at a brand or a mall level. The easy UI/UX will allow brands to set up their stores with 
ease. The Artificial Intelligence driven customer service and marketing automation will ensure 2-3X more revenues.

Mall omnichannel
Eunimart has an end-to-end solution integrating existing POS, Retail Inventory and Catalogues with an OMS (order 
management system) and WMS, along with with 20+ shipping partners across India. Everything a MALL needs to 
supplement retail with ecommerce tech is available.

Monetization
Mall operators have access to a new sales channel and monetizing additional revenue streams. Monetize tenant 
enrollment in Web Stores, and participation in a percentage of ecommerce sales helps create additional revenue 
streams for both the tenant and the Mall.
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Benefits for MALL

Support portfolio brands to increase sales by 15-20%, 
and create long term loyalty

Create a new revenue stream and also create long term 
deterrence against losing loyal customers to ecommerce 
channels by providing your own channel

Own the customer data and create solutions with time 
which will ensure long term customer loyalty and 
increase monetisation
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Pilot & Phase 1 
Implementation
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Encouraged to Visit Mall 
website / Download App

eMall App / Web

Customer goes to the 
mall marketplace 

website 

01

Browses through the 
online catalog

02

Orders and pays 
using a secured 

checkout process

03
Order delivered by 

hyperlocal delivery 
partner 

04Quick 
Delivery

Shopper Journey

4 - Step 
Happiness

7-Steps: Customer Journey

Mall Shopper 
Phase 2 Target Audience

Home Shopper 
Current Target Audience

1.Call Retail Store

Pain Points: 
No Anwer | Language 

Barriers | Sales person’s time 
spent on 1 customer

2. Get Access to 
the Catalog

Pain Points: 
Browsing through brands 
website | Sales Agent’s 
Descriptions |  Product 
Image on WhatsApp | 

Unclear Images

3. Decide and 
Buy

Pain Points: 
Product availability | Product 

different from website | 
Reliance on human 
communication for 

description

4. Pay Using 
Online Channels

Pain Points: 
Switch to a new app | 

Limited Payment Options | 
Security or Fraud Issue | 

Call back to confirm 
payment 

5. Self Pick Up

Pain Points: 
Inconvenient | Costlier 
option | Delay in Order 

Delivery

6. Pick up by 
Driver

Pain Points: 
 Unavailability of Driver | 
Costlier option | Delay in 

Order Delivery

7. Pick up by 
Delivery Partner

Pain Points: 
Self arrange | Unavailability 

of delivery partner | 
Excessive coordination | 
Delay in Order Delivery 
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PILOT PHASE ARCHITECTURE

Seller Details 
(address, location, 

branding)

Catalogue 
Management

Seller Control Panel

Mall eCommerce 
Marketplace
Customer places a order 

Retail Stores

Each store in pilot is a warehouse for fulfilment

Customer

Mall Admin Panel

Seller Approval Catalog Data Order 
Management

Logistics

POS

Data

Pickup

D
elivery



PROCESS FLOW

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

>>>>>>>>>>
Customer

Order Received From 
Website

Retail Store 
Order Pickup

Delivered To 
Customer

Mall eCommerce 
Marketplace

Place 
order

Payment Order received 
to mall

Others

Shipping Partners

Notification to retail store

Order Processing 
By Mall



Pilot user flow
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BXexpWrAIw3qJCZssGS2TW43LKa9yX17/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BXexpWrAIw3qJCZssGS2TW43LKa9yX17/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BXexpWrAIw3qJCZssGS2TW43LKa9yX17/view?usp=sharing


PHASE 1 

Seller Details 
(address, location, 

branding)

Catalogue 
Management

Seller Control 
Panel

Mall eCommerce 
Marketplace
Customer placing a order Customer

Mall Admin 
Panel

Seller Approval Catalog Data Order 
Management

Logistics

POS

Data

Retail Stores

(Optional)
Own Fulfillment By Seller

Sales Amplification On Marketplaces 

Catalog

Delivery

Order

D
el

iv
er

y

Custom Seller 
Promotions 

Sellers Own CRM

Variable Commission 

Seller Reports

Multiple Malls, single websiteEach mall, own website
Multiple Mall Setup

Mall CDP/CRM

CRM Loyalty

Promotions, 
Vouchers, 
Coupons

Forum 
Communication

Customer 
Insights

Central Mall FCCentral 
Mall FC



Why Eunimart?

Eunimart is the only end to end technology platform. We come pre-integrated with 
dozens of ecommerce marketplaces, shipping partners. We have a complete end to end 
supply chain management system that connects everything from sourcing, warehousing, 
returns to shipping.

We are deep tech and advanced tech. We use artificial intelligence to drive insights sales 
and reduce errors and costs. We also have advanced technology solutions like virtual 
warehousing that can be used to integrate dark stores, retail points, to create and control 
workfonts at an order level. Another example would be our marketing automation solution 
that collects 360 degrees data about each customer and then personalizes their journey 
through the right communication, gamification and loyalty tools.
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Eunimart accelerates 
organic growth

Ecommerce 
Automation

Omnichannel 
Solutions

Supply Chain 
Management

Artificial 
Intelligence
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The platform
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Eunimart - The Future of Commerce
One Platform to Do It All

Crossborder

Webstore 
integration

Multi-marketplace 
integration

Order 
management

Inventory 
management

Listing/Catalog 
management

Pricing 
management

Return 
management

Payment 
reconciliation

Logistics

Shipping 
integration

Warehouse 
management

3P warehouse 
management

AI forecasting

Data & 
intelligence

Automated 
reporting 

Pricing calculator

Vendor and seller 
portal

Buyer portal 

Business 
intelligence

Marketing

Marketing 
integrations 

Marketing 
automation

Search engine 
optimization

Affiliate 
integration

AI Tools

Content 
optimization

Keyword 
optimization

Image 
optimization

Smart (feed) 
cataloging

Competitive 
analysis

Competitive 
pricing

Predictive sales 
insights

Account 
management

Growth 
management

Advertising 
advisory
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Marketplace Core Functions

Keyword 
search

Image search

Save to cart & 
checkout

Order 
management

Digital payment 
support

Mobile 
application

Returns 
management

Payment 
reconciliation

Customer 
support 
management

Display 
discounts & 
promotions

Reports & 
analysis

Local language 
support

Personalization

Ticketing & 
chat 
management

User dashboard
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Integration with various 
webstore platforms
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Retail units integrated as 
dark stores
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Shipping partners 
integrated
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Tenant (brand/seller) Panel

Product 
information 
management

Order 
management

Inventory 
management

Pricing 
management

Payment 
reconciliation

Keyword & 
Image 
optimization

B2B/B2C 
shipping 
management

Returns 
management

Promotions & 
discounts

Customer 
support 
management

Reports & 
analysis

Personalization

B2B specific 
support

Ticketing & 
chat 
management

User dashboard
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 Read some of our successful stories here: Eunimart Case Studies 

Our story in 2021

Brands

240+
GMV

$17M
annualized

MoM growth

24%
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https://eunimart.com/sme/success-stories/
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SHAYAK MAZUMDER
Founder, CEO

ARCHANA SHAH
Founder, COO

SOURAV BANERJEE
CTO

6 startups/ 2 exits, 
Data scientist

ANGAD AHLUWALIA
General Manager, India

MOUSHUMEE BASU ROY
Chief Revenue Officer

Our team TEAM OF SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS70+



ALEXA McCULLOCH
Chair, HBS Alumni Angels

CHRIS BECHTEL
Growth Marketing Champion

BABAK KIA
Professor, Boston University

SHANKAR DESAI
Director of Ecommerce & 
DTC at Google 

FAY WELLS
Ex-Sn Management & at 
Facebook, Disney, ESPN, Netflix 
and others

SERGUEI NETESSINE
Senior Vice Dean of Wharton, 
Scholar at Amazon

Advisors

BAS GEVAERT
Senior Director, SMB at PayPal
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Latest achievement and recognition

We won the award for one of 
the best start ups at the g20 
Indonesia DIN!

Click on the buttons to see and read:

https://youtu.be/cXttJZqkSfw
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/telangana-ai-mission_award-for-t-aim-startups-at-g20-din-activity-6972862720886931456-ekim?utm_source=share&utm_medium=member_android
http://www.uniindia.com/t-aim-startups-win-awards-at-g20-digital-innovation-network-held-at-indonesia/south/news/2816172.html


Major achievements 
and recognitions

Winner, Wharton India 
Startup Challenge

Techstars Los Angeles

Supply Chain LabsAlchemist Accelerator
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Top Startup, Government 
of India

Google Surge program 
2019

INSEAD Singapore Case 
study

Strategic Partner

Top Startup, G20 
Indonesia

Winner, Unicorn Battles 
Asia

2nd Place, Seedstars 
APAC

LetsIgnite, Local to Global 
Hero



FAQs

1. Global and Larger National Brands already have their own web-stores, they only want to pay rent and want 
to stay in physical store. How to convince them?

Ans. Brands can leverage the mall’s positioning in the high density areas/city centers to deliver their products from 10 minutes to 
2-days. Additionally, we can integrate with their other channels of sales and create a holistic omni-channel value proposition for 
the brands. 

2. Retailers are averse to POS software integration. 

Ans. They will have total access control and we won’t require their SKUs data/sales history. We can create the catalogues so long 
as brands give us product name, description, pricing and inventory information.

3. It will be difficult to do photography and create the catalogues for retailers.

Ans. Most of the brands already have their catalogues published in other marketplaces/webstores. Eunimart’s AI solutions can 
access this data and automatically create very attractive catalogs that will increase sales.
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FAQs
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4. Our Retailers & the Leasing Team don’t see a Growth Potential in the eMall initiative. Can you explain?

Ans. The opportunity cost of doing nothing for the Retailers is the potential to lose around 25%-30% of existing mall customer 
base to online alternatives (See below table for breakup). The cost of doing nothing is extremely high in the mid-term, and more 
severe in the long-term as ecommerce marketplaces and DTC brands keep pulling customers away. Online sales, in 2022, 
typically accounts for 8%-10% share of brand sales in India with a potential to grow up to 35-50% by 2026

Details Percentage

Mall Customers who have expressed a confirmed preference for online shopping 6%

Mall Customers who don’t end up buying due to stock unavailability 6% - 8%

Mall Customers who end up buying online due to cheaper prices and convenience 6% - 8%

Mall customers who oscillate between buying online and in the mall and end up losing to 
online channel

6% - 8%



FAQs
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5. Won’t the cost of logistics and operations be too high in the eMall initiative?

Ans. The cost of selling on Amazon and other marketplaces is somewhere around 30-35% (See table below for the breakup).

Details Percentage

Amazon/Marketplace Commission 15%

Cost of Logistics & Fulfillment 10% - 12%

Marketing Expenses (optional) 10% - 20%

Current Mall RevShare is typically: 12% - 15% for traditional (offline) channels 

New channel of sales (online) will cost the retailer approx  22% - 25% (% of revshare and logistics costs). Further eMall allows for 
< 6 hour delivery - a proposition that online marketplaces cannot provide as yet.

* The cost to retailers of selling on the new online channel should not be aggregated with the cost of selling in the mall itself as they are two separate channels with their individual RevShare involved



FAQs
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6. What will be the additional revenue streams for the Mall?

Ans. All online sale transactions are done on the Mall ecommerce website, via Malls’ payment gateway. Thus, all sale proceeds are 
received by the Mall. Similar to profit-share agreements with retailer-tenants, a ecommerce revenue reconciliation needs to be done 
by the mall and dues paid to retailer-tenant after all deductions. 

Revenue / Profit Share Opportunities for Mall:

REVENUES/GROWTH BASED PROFIT FLAT RATE

Cost/order processed Platform Subscription / tenant

Revenue share in Logistics / Logistics cost markup Blended Rent for eCommerce add-on

Warehousing / FC fee (in the case of central mall 
FC)

Blended into Service Charge component

Pick-up/Drop-off Charge



FAQs
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7. How will Retailer’s current store operations be impacted ?

Ans. The technology automates most processes and minimizes the need for retailers and store managers to alter typical operations. 
For the store operators, it is no different from them interacting with a Hyperlocal Delivery agent asking for a pre-paid for product.

Initial setup will be needed to enable this:

1. POS Patch: A POS patch will notify store personnel (on the POS itself) of new ecommerce order received 
(including product and pick up details and time). Pick up agent will confirm Product Details at pickup.

2.  Catalogue Management: The POS Patch will convey SKU information, product details, pricing and 
inventory count to Mall website (nothing more). Upon ecommerce sales, the POS Patch will also update 
inventory in real time. A Eunimart dashboard access for retailers will allow remote catalogue management - 
allowing retailer / brand to change description, images and other catalogue enhancements. 



FAQs
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8. What are the Mall management’s responsibilities ?

● Development, maintenance and operating the eCommerce website(s)
● Setting up payment gateway and payment reconciliation for retailers
● Marketing the ecommerce website and driving traffic
● Order confirmation on the dashboard and allocating shipping and pick up time
● Customer Service

Phase 2
● In the case of Centralized FC, Mall will handle ecommerce warehouse operations and drive further revenues from service



9. What Data do we need from Retailers?

Customer Data Transactional Data

Prior, historical data not required 

Cx (CRM  and Tx (Sales) data generated through eMall on Eunimart 
belongs to the Mall

Catalogue Data

Catalogue Data Generation

1. SKU Data (SKU#, description, 
images etc) : asynchronized data

2. Pricing: asynchronized data
3. Inventory: synchronized data

SKU & Pricing Data   →  Eunimart’s AI Cataloguing

Inventory Data →  Only real-time data point needed
1. Manual field entry

2. Daily CSV file upload

3. Eunimart’s Proprietary *IPAAS* Tech

IPAAs1 2 3

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-JYHCfUwol7nuIOxSFAxJL-MXUCuGEyW/view&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1661327886821035&usg=AOvVaw1Ef_sl93x991a9Y2moWHE5


10. How does Eunimart Proprietary IPAAS work?

Catalogue Data Inventory Data →  Only real-time data point needed

IPAAS uses a low-code interface to allow retail users to automate business processes and share data across internal and external 
applications.  It provides:

● Pre-built connectors.
● Library of Business rules and workflows

The Eunimart iPaaS has a mapper service within, to drag-drop and map external data points to your platform.

1. Location ID: Retail Location
2. SKU #
3. Inventory Count at Location

IPAAS 
Click 

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://drive.google.com/file/d/1n7Tplxws9cpxjBLWylBFervobvss1jc1/view&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1661327944397652&usg=AOvVaw3cuNlaFmt6cz6aI8uoduzs


Thank you.
Connect with us: shayak.mazumder@eunimart.com | +91 8879028077

Thank you.
Connect with us: shayak.mazumder@eunimart.com | +91 8879028077



Annexure
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Consolidated orders
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Shipping management
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CboQMz35ICp67rOURzf4UWR0SzV17ajr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CboQMz35ICp67rOURzf4UWR0SzV17ajr/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CboQMz35ICp67rOURzf4UWR0SzV17ajr/view?usp=sharing


Bulk order processing
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/15NeWrTb560y7qy_iUymFqUllpMb7Td2r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15NeWrTb560y7qy_iUymFqUllpMb7Td2r/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15NeWrTb560y7qy_iUymFqUllpMb7Td2r/view?usp=sharing


Inventory management
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Catalogue automation
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Variant handling
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wn_demtQBF31DFfd6R_DTBa_X4VvAj7d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wn_demtQBF31DFfd6R_DTBa_X4VvAj7d/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wn_demtQBF31DFfd6R_DTBa_X4VvAj7d/view?usp=sharing


Image optimization
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